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Background  
 
Eastern Washington has a wide range of climatic conditions, elevations, forest types, riparian zones, 
and management history. The focus of Phase II the Eastern Washington Riparian Assessment Project 
(EWRAP) is to document the current range of conditions of riparian stands along Type F streams on 
eastside forestlands as well as to evaluate projected riparian stand conditions under current and 
alternative riparian management prescriptions. Information gathered through this project will provide 
CMER and Policy with a common understanding of status and characteristics of riparian stands in 
lands managed under the eastside Type F forest practices prescriptions (rules). 
 
Due to the perceived variability of forest stand attributes being high in eastside Type F streams, 
Phase I of this study tested proposed methodologies; determined appropriate sample size; provided a 
data set that could be used for future studies; and provided a baseline for future monitoring.  
 
In May 2011, CMER staff developed and SAGE approved a proposal for completing the project. 
Phase II is a desktop project to analyze existing data using statistics and modeling. This work will 
provide information on the accuracy of Forest Practices Application Review System (FPARS) habitat 
types, on forest health and sustainability, and on how much harvest can occur at sites given stand 
densities and tree size.  
 
Current and projected riparian stand conditions are being evaluated using the Forest Vegetation 
Simulator (FVS) Model. The report is being developed in sections with each section addressing one 
of the four established objectives: 
 

1. Document management practices and other disturbance factors that affect eastern 
Washington riparian stands, 

2. Determine the relationship between site characteristics and riparian stand attributes, 
3. Determine the effect of proximity to stream on the characteristics of eastside riparian stands, 

and 
4. Determine the range and distribution of current riparian stand conditions. 

 
Following completion, review, and approval of the four analysis sections (listed above), a 
comprehensive Summary Section based on the four analyses sections will be written to complete the 
report.  
 
Current Status  
 

• SAGE review of Sections 1 & 2 has been completed, 
• Draft of Section 3 to be finalized for submittal for SAGE review in mid-October, and 
• Additional discussions on all sections will be held either at the November or December 2013 

SAGE meeting with guidance on Section 4 to be provided at that time. 
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